The Priory Primary School – Dip and Do Home Learning
Get Electronic:
Astronauts and engineers are often viewed
as pioneers and heroes and many work on
the International Space Station. Please visit
International Space Station Tour | NASA
where you can have a tour around the station
and learn more about it and Live Space
Station Tracking Map | Spot The Station |
NASA where you can track where the station
currently is and how long it will be until you
can see it (clouds permitting!)

Get Writing:
All of us should think about the heroes
that we have in our own day to day life.
Who are yours? It could be Mum, Dad,
Grandparents, a staff member at school,
a friend or someone else entirely. I would
like you to write a letter of thanks to
thank your hero/heroes for everything
they do for you and why they mean so
much to you. The everyday heroes are
always the ones who go unnoticed but
on who we rely so much!

Get Thinking:
Key Workers have been celebrated as
heroes during the COVID pandemic we
have all been living through. I would like
you to consider the role they have played
and your thoughts about them. You can
display your thoughts and opinions
however you feel suitable .

Get Researching:
Who are your celebrity heroes? Why do
you view them as hero? How do they
inspire you? I would like you to research
the life and achievements of somebody
you view as a hero and create a
wonderful information poster all about
them to help inspire others. Marcus
Rashford is a brilliant example for this! 

Get Experimenting:
Isaac Newton and Galileo are two very
famous scientific heroes that completely
changed the way people saw the world
around them! Have a look at
https://www.science-sparks.com/gravityexperiments-for-kids-galileo/ where you can
find out more about their discoveries and
have a go at re-creating some of their work at
home! Have fun with this one 

The Spark of Heroes
How Do Heroes Emerge?

Get Creative:
Lots of famous people have been called heroes
and for many it is a worthy title. I would like you to
research some of the most famous heroes (not
Marvel or DC!) and create a beautiful mural
celebrating these incredible people. I am sure your
parents wouldn’t want your art to necessarily be
painted onto their walls so perhaps you could use
chalk and sketch it onto your patio. Perhaps you
could create your mural on an easel or a large
piece of paper or think of an entirely different
method.

Get Active:
Many people believe that members of
the armed forces are national heroes.
Every soldier needs to be extremely fit
and healthy to do the best job possible.
Have a look at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Nv9i
2FhuMw and have a go at this army
workout that has been designed for
children to follow 

Year 4 – Summer Term 1 - DIP INTO THE ACTIVITIES ABOVE WITH YOUR CHILD. YOU DON’T HAVE TO DO THEM ALL!

Get Cooking:
Soldiers in the Army need to have excellent,
healthy and nutritious food to keep their
energy going throughout the day. Please visit
https://www.army.mod.uk/people/livewell/healthy-soldier-cookbook/where you can
download an amazing free cookbook that the
British Army has created to help you eat as
healthily as a soldier! Have a go at creating
some of the recipes that take your fancy!

Get Mathematical:
Pythagoras is one of the most
famous mathematicians of all time
and is seen as a hero in his field. He
created a theorem all to do with
triangles. Please visit Activity:
Pythagoras' Theorem
(mathsisfun.com) to have a go at
proving his theory and understanding
how it works 

Get Performing:
Live Aid was a huge concert that was performed by
many famous musicians in the hope of raising
millions of pounds to help people all around the
world in 1985. It was a global phenomenon and
many of the people who helped organise the event
and played the event are now called heroes. I
would like you to research and listen to some of the
music from the concert and then see if you can put
on your own performance to their world-famous
songs! I recommend you listening to Queen’s
section-what a performance from Freddie!

YOUR CHILD CAN PRESENT THEIR LEARNING IN A WAY
THAT THEY WOULD LIKE (BE IMAGINATIVE!) AND BRING IT INTO SCHOOL AS THEY COMPLETE IT TO SHARE WITH THEIR CLASS. ALL ACTIVITIES ARE OPTIONAL.

